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Reflexion
We wanted to have a feeling of flowing material, to give an unusual vision to the one you can
have of a classic concrete surface.
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This idea of texture was not to be limited
to just one side of our module. The experimentation of positive (+) and negative (-)
is done on two parallel faces. On one side,
a series of volumes hollows out the mass
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of concrete, on the other side it emerges.

Modularity
Research on modularity is essential for this
project. The goal is to produce an element that
The different elements can vary a bit from one
another, depending on the plexiglass moulds
used and their positioning in the formwork.
To achieve such a result, we had to find
a pattern that could be regular, a grid.

Grid
The mould is formed by 2 sheets of 5mm thermo-deformed plexiglass. After several tests,
we decided to go for a grid made of parallel
lines. When the concrete block will be assembled on a wall, these lines will be vertical.
Each bubble in the plexiglass is different from
the others, depending on the way the sheet has
taken its form when heated. This shape can be
relatively controlled by heating more or less
one spot, and by inclining the plexiglass to
obtain a wave effect.
One of the ambitions of our module is to offer
a double perception.
If you look at it from the front, a repetitive vertical pattern and a shading play are
identified. when you observe it from the side,
you understand the reliefs that create these
shadows:
the bumps that come out of the block or
the grooves that dive into the material.

Formwork
All plexis have the same size of 33x25cm and
are therefore interchangeable.
It is already possible to obtain a multitude of
different blocks shapes with a variation of
4 or 5 sheets, by alternating their position in
the formwork.
This system allows a successive reuse of the
formwork, once the plexis have been cleaned.

Modular lecture
When the concrete blocks are
juxtaposed to form a wall, the
light effect allows you to sense
the different reliefs.
The grid reveals a certain
verticality which is reinforced
by the thiness of the vertical
joints.
On the other hand, the horizontal joints are deliberately left
thicker to calm things down
and offer a respiration in the
pattern.
The different blocks can be
placed alternately, sometimes with a hollowy face and
sometimes with a bumpy face.
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could be repeated to form a coherent whole.
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Open-space
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Assembling the different blocks
into a partition wall allows us to
take advantage of its two shaped
faces, one emerging in and the other submerging out.
It is therefore possible to combine
the blocks in several ways:
One side of the partition wall
fully curved, the other recessed;
or the two faces alternatively on
the same side of the wall.

Facade
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The use of the concrete module as
a cladding for a facade gives the
opportunity to play with relief
and light. In rainy weather, water
flows into the grooves created by
the vertical grid.
In this case, the concrete
elements have the dimensions of
standard blocks, the vertical
joints between them fade away to
let the horizontal joints express
themselves on the façade.
A particular mudular composition could be imagined, around the
openings for example.

Substructure
The solid nature of our concrete
module makes it very suitable for
application in the lower part of a
facade.
Prominences
and
hollows
underline the base of the building and give depth to an otherwise
uniform facade.

Parc
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its particular geometry allows us
to imagine it on a larger scale, for
a landscaping design for example.
Accompaning visitors along
a
pathway, sub-dividing a public space, or simply letting users
interact with its oragnic-shaped
faces.

music room

The ripples in each block are
multidirectional, allowing sound
waves to be reflected in all
directions.
This is why its installation in a
music or theatre hall would be
appropriate in combination with
an absorbent ceiling.

Art gallery
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Finally, the different modules
could be hung separately, like
pieces of art on the walls of an
exhibition.

01 notch The first wooden frame
to receive metal rods forming a
grid then wedge The plexi sheet
between the first and second
frame.

02 Once everything is secured in
place, Heat it using a blowtorch.

03 The plexiglass sheet melts
onto the rods under the heat,
revealing the grid between the
bubbles.
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04 insert the 2 plexis into the
guides at the bottom of the
wooden formwork. These slots
are the same thickness as the
plexis, Which is 5mm.

05 Bring the corners of the
brackets together until the 2
plexis slide into the vertical
guides, then tighten the screws to
hold them in place.

06 Pour the concrete between the
2 plexiglass sheets and gently tap
around the formwork to bring up
the air bubbles along the sides.

07 Loosen the screws that hold
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the brackets in place and open the
vertical parts of the formwork.

08 Pull up the concrete block,
still stuck between the 2 plexis.

09 Remove the plexis from the
concrete, the result is smooth and
shiny.
Demoulding is easy; the
deformed sheets do not cling to
the material, making them easy to
clean and reuse the formwork.

Regular grid
Still in this idea of double
perception, the regular grid
allows a more relevant reading
when the blocks are assembled.
In a facade for example, a sense
of alignment can be felt between
the grids of the different modules.
only the relief is irregular, it slips into the vertical
strips of the grid. This one
is sometimes quite soft, and
sometimes more pronounced.

Application in
architecture
repetition is never identical:
The combination of the smooth
aspect of concrete and the
organic geometry given by the
shape of the plexiglass gives it
a very singular rendering.
One of the advantages of the
module is that it can be produced on different scales, in
single or double sided, and can
therefore be used and interpreted in a variety of ways.

